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Abstract
A three-region model for the high n-type conductivity in InN, including contributions from the
bulk, surface and buffer layer interface of the sample, is considered. In particular, a parallel
conduction analysis is used to show that this model can account for the carrier concentration
and mobility variation with film thickness that has previously been determined from single-field
Hall effect measurements. Microscopic origins for the donors in each region are considered,
and the overriding tendency towards n-type conductivity is discussed in terms of the bulk band
structure of InN.

measurements performed on such samples, causing the fundamental band gap of InN to be wrongly assigned at almost
2 eV [7]. However, a notable reduction in carrier density
and increase in mobility were obtained when high quality
single-crystalline films of InN were grown by alternative
methods such as plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy
(PAMBE) [8, 9] and metal-organic vapour-phase epitaxy
(MOVPE) [9, 10], revealing potential in the transport properties of this material. This improvement in growth also
allowed a revision of the fundamental band gap of InN to
∼0.7 eV [9, 11–14], extending the spectral range spanned
by the III–N semiconductors from the ultraviolet and visible
into the infrared, suggesting application of In-containing III–N
compounds in a wide range of optoelectronic devices such as
full solar spectrum photovoltaics [15], high-performance lightemitting and laser diodes [16–18] and solid-state lighting [19].
InN has also been suggested as a suitable material for
light emission in the terahertz frequency range [20], with
emission intensities already reported that exceed those from
p-type InAs [21], which was previously thought to be the
most efficient terahertz emitter. Further increases in emission
intensity have recently been reported for a -plane InN [22] and
from InN nanorod arrays [23]. InN has also shown potential
for use as a chemical sensing device, with a chemically
selective ‘fast capture, slow response’ modification of its
electrical properties observed upon exposure to a number
of solvents [24], and it has been proposed as a suitable
material for biological sensing applications [25] and for

1. Introduction
Indium nitride (InN) has been the subject of intense research
in recent years. Some of its most attractive features are its
excellent predicted transport properties such as high electron
mobilities [1], a small band edge electron effective mass, high
peak drift velocities [2], and high frequency transient drift
velocity oscillations [3]. These suggest enormous potential
application for InN in high frequency electronic devices, such
as field-effect transistors operating up to the terahertz range. In
order to achieve optimal transport characteristics, low carrier
densities are required. However, every undoped InN sample
grown to date exhibits a high unintentional n-type conductivity,
which it is important to understand and control if InN’s
potential for use in device applications is to be realized. In this
article, general features of conductivity in InN are reviewed,
and new modelling is introduced. In particular, a parallel
conduction treatment of single-field Hall effect results in InN
is presented, including contributions from the bulk, surface and
interface regions of InN samples.
Early work on InN was largely performed on samples
grown by sputter deposition. The resulting films were
generally polycrystalline with extremely high electron densities (n ∼ 1020 cm−3 ) and low Hall mobilities (μ 
100 cm2 V−1 s−1 ) [4]. Such high carrier concentrations
result in the Fermi level lying well above the conduction
band minimum (CBM) in InN. Consequently, a large Moss–
Burstein [5, 6] shift was present in optical absorption
0953-8984/09/174201+07$30.00
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anion concentration measurements [26, 27]. This wide range
of potential device applications has stimulated a large and
sustained research effort, not least in materials synthesis, with
optimization of growth conditions, substrate choices and buffer
layer structures all being performed [28–34], with the best
samples currently exhibiting free-electron densities of ∼3 ×
1017 cm−3 and mobilities over 2000 cm2 V−1 s−1 , from singlefield Hall effect measurements. However, non-parabolic carrier
statistics calculations give the Mott density as n m ≈ 2 ×
1017 cm−3 , and so unintentionally doped InN samples still
exhibit degenerate n-type conductivity, which requires further
investigation.
Additionally, these superior electrical properties have only
been achieved in thick InN films, with a marked increase
(decrease) observed in volume electron concentration (mobility), determined from single-field Hall effect measurements,
with decreasing film thickness [28, 29, 35, 36], shown for
samples grown by PAMBE on GaN buffer layers in figure 1.
The sheet density determined from single-field Hall effect
measurements of a number of samples grown by PAMBE on
both GaN and AlN buffer layers [37, 38] and of both In-and Npolarity [30, 31] showed a linear dependence on film thickness,
suggesting that the true ‘bulk’ carrier density does not vary
with thickness of the film. However, the linear relation does
not extrapolate to zero density at zero thickness, indicating that
there is some ‘excess’ conduction mechanism that must also be
considered in InN, attributed to electron accumulation at the
surface and/or interface [38]. This is consistent with multiplefield Hall effect measurements, which indicate at least two
types of carriers of differing mobility in InN samples [39–41],
consistent with ‘bulk’ electrons, and electrons in a surface
and/or interface electron accumulation region.
The constant ‘bulk’ density has been estimated from the
slope of the sheet density as a function of film thickness to
be ∼4 × 1017 cm−3 for In-polar InN grown under In-rich
conditions on a GaN template [30]. For a sufficiently thick
sample, any contribution from a surface or interface electron
accumulation region would be expected to be negligible when
averaged over the (large) film thickness, and so the volume
electron concentration determined from a single-field Hall
effect measurement should also approach the true bulk density
as the film thickness becomes large. Using this method, a
bulk density of n ∼ 3 × 1017 cm−3 can be estimated from
figure 1(a), in good agreement with that determined from the
gradient of the sheet density versus film thickness. This is also
in agreement with the bulk electron density determined from
multiple-field Hall effect measurements on a 7.5 μm thick
InN sample [39]. However, it is clear from figure 1 that this
represents just one contribution to the total conductivity: it is
also necessary to include other mechanisms when considering
conductivity in InN.

Figure 1. (a) Volume electron concentration and (b) mobility
determined by single-field Hall effect measurements of a number of
InN samples of varying thickness grown by PAMBE on GaN buffer
layers on sapphire substrates [28, 29]. A parallel conduction model,
described in the text, considering bulk and surface (dashed line) and
additionally interface (solid line) contributions is also shown.

that a pronounced increase in electron density occurs close
to the surface, in contrast to all other III–V semiconductors
except for InAs [42], which exhibit a depletion of electrons
at the surface. Mahboob et al [43] performed high-resolution
electron energy loss spectroscopy measurements on clean
surfaces, directly probing the conduction band plasma in
the near surface region and confirming such an electron
accumulation as an intrinsic property of InN. The electron
accumulation is accompanied by a large downward bending of
the conduction and valence bands relative to the Fermi level,
with the Fermi level at the surface being pinned well above the
CBM, as shown in figure 2.
Subsequent investigations have confirmed that this
electron accumulation is present at the surface of both
clean [44, 45] and oxidized [46–49] InN. In addition to the Inpolar c-plane surface, on which most previous investigations
have focused, a pronounced universality of the degree of
electron accumulation has been observed for both In- and
N-polar c-plane and non-polar a -plane InN [44], with the
Fermi level being pinned 1.53 eV above the valence band
maximum (VBM) in each case, and a surface state density of
Ns ≈ 1.65 × 1013 cm−2 . In addition, electron accumulation
has also been observed at the non-polar m -plane surface
of InN nanocolumns [50, 51] and the zinc-blende InN(001)
surface [44]. In fact, the only InN surface on which an absence
of electron accumulation has been observed is the non-polar

2. Surface electron accumulation
To investigate whether a surface electron accumulation could
be the cause of the ‘excess’ sheet density determined from
single-field Hall effect measurements, Lu et al [38] performed
electrochemical capacitance–voltage measurements, revealing
2
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the film thickness. The bulk carrier mobility was calculated
from the ionized impurity scattering time calculated using the
non-parabolic formalism of Zawadzki and Szymanska [58], as
described elsewhere [59].
The results of this parallel conduction model are shown
in figure 1 (dashed line). The electron concentration is
clearly underestimated, and the mobility overestimated, for
all thicknesses of sample. Even though very high carrier
densities are present in the peak of the accumulation layer
(∼1020 cm−3 , figure 2), the band bending occurs over a
distance approximately equal to the Thomas–Fermi screening
length, with the bands returning to their bulk values within a
distance typically of the order of 10 nm in InN. Consequently,
the high carrier densities are very localized at the surface, and
so do not contribute significantly to the measured electron
density, except for very thin films. Additionally, as the
carriers associated with the surface electron accumulation have
a lower mobility than those in the bulk, their effect on the
Hall effect measurements is reduced further. It should be
noted, however, that even if the mobilities of the surface
electrons are assumed to be as high as that of the bulk electrons,
this model is still insufficient to reproduce the variation in
measured electron density with film thickness [35]. Another
explanation is therefore required to explain the single-field
Hall effect results. The exception to the above discussions
is for p-type InN, where the electron accumulation creates an
inversion layer at the surface [57, 60, 61], and the p-type bulk is
separated from an n-type surface region by a depletion layer. In
this case, the n-type surface region dominates the single-field
Hall effect measurements, which consequently indicate n-type
conductivity even if the bulk of the sample is p-type [57].

Figure 2. (a) Band bending and (b) variation of electron
concentration in the accumulation layer at an InN surface, for an
effective bulk concentration of n ≈ 5 × 1018 cm−3 and surface Fermi
level pinning position 1.53 eV above the VBM [44].

a -plane surface prepared by a perfect cleave in ultra-high
vacuum [52]. Indeed, this is the same situation as for all III–V
semiconductors [53, 54], including InAs, which exhibit flatbands (no surface space–charge) following a perfect in vacuo
cleave resulting in no step edges or contamination. It does not,
however, represent a practical way to provide an InN surface
without electron accumulation for use in device applications.
An accumulation of electrons at the as-grown, ex situ
prepared or oxidized surface explains why metal contacts to
InN have been found to exhibit almost exclusively Ohmic
behaviour [38, 55]. However, this also provides a mechanism
for a variation in average electron concentration with film
thickness as the surface electron accumulation contributes a
constant sheet density, independent of the film thickness. To
investigate the effect of this on the single-field Hall results,
a parallel conduction analysis [56, 57] has been performed,
where the Hall sheet density, NH , and mobility, μH , satisfy
NH μH = Ns μs + Nb μb

(1)

NH μ2H = Ns μ2s + Nb μ2b

(2)

3. Interface-related electron density
InN has a large lattice mismatch with typical substrate and
buffer layer materials, for example 11% and 14% with
GaN and AlN, respectively. Consequently, the InN/buffer
layer interface is characterized by a large number of strainrelieving threading dislocations (TDs), whose density falls off
exponentially with distance from the interface [62–65]. By
analogy with GaN [66], charged dislocation scattering was
suggested as a mechanism to explain the reduction in mobility
with decreasing film thickness [28]. However, dislocations in
GaN are known to act as acceptors, and this was originally
assumed to be the case for InN also [62], and so this
mechanism was not thought to explain the dependence of the
electron density on film thickness. However, Piper et al [35]
and Cimalla et al [36] suggested that if dislocations at the
interface act as a source of donors, as for InAs/GaP [67]
and InAs/GaAs [68], this would give an effective mechanism
with which to explain the thickness dependence of the
single-field Hall effect results. The resulting model for
electron density in InN films is shown schematically in
figure 3(a), and is characterized by three contributions—I: the
background ‘bulk’ density resulting from defects or impurities
uniformly distributed throughout the film; II: surface electron
accumulation; and III: donors due to dislocations, whose
density falls off exponentially away from the interface.

where Ns ( Nb ) and μs (μb ) are the surface (bulk) sheet density
and mobility, respectively. The surface sheet density is taken
as the universal value of Ns = 1.65 × 1013 cm−2 [44],
and the mobility of these surface electrons is estimated as
μs ≈ 100 cm2 V−1 s−1 from previous multiple-field Hall
effect measurements [39]. The bulk volume density is taken
as n b = 3 × 1017 cm−3 from the above discussions, and
this is converted into a sheet density Nb = n b d , where d is
3
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where ε = 9.7 is the static dielectric constant and m ∗ the
effective mass. Although these relations assume parabolic
band dispersion, conduction band non-parabolicity, important
in InN, is approximately included by replacing the effective
mass in these relations by the effective mass calculated at
the Fermi level in each slab using Kane [71] non-parabolic
relations and assuming a conduction band edge mass m ∗0 =
0.048m 0 [72, 73]. The parallel conduction model introduced
in equations (1) and (2) is extended to incorporate the surface,
bulk and interface effects:

NH μH = Ns μs +
(n j )μ j
(7)
j

NH μ2H = Ns μ2s +


(n j )μ2j

(8)

j

where  = 1 nm is the thickness of each slab.
The calculated volume electron concentration and
mobility, assuming singly charged scattering centres, a
compensation ratio of 0.5, an impurity centre every three
unit cells along a dislocation, and surface and bulk carrier
parameters used above, are shown in figure 1 (solid lines).
The thickness dependence of the volume electron density
is well reproduced using this parallel conduction treatment,
validating the results of previous studies [35, 36] where
variations in mobility were not considered. Further, it
allows a calculation of the Hall mobility, which, as shown
in figure 1(b), exhibits good agreement with the measured
values at sample thicknesses below ∼1 μm. Above this,
however, the experimental mobility is somewhat below that
of the calculated values.
Hsu et al [74] have shown
that, while at high carrier concentrations, the mobility is
limited virtually solely by coulomb scattering, at lower
electron densities, other mechanisms such as polar optical
and acoustic phonon scattering become important, reducing
the mobility below that of the coulomb scattering limited
value. For films thicker than ∼1 μm, the electron density
is relatively low, below 1018 cm−3 , and so it is likely
that, in addition to coulomb and dislocation scattering,
phonon scattering also becomes important, which would
reduce the mobility below the calculated value, explaining the
discrepancy between the calculated and measured values for
thick films. Notwithstanding these slight discrepancies, the
good general agreement between the calculated and measured
electron concentrations and mobilities supports the threeregion model for conductivity in InN, with the bulk, surface
and particularly interface-related carriers all being important.
The highly n-type nature of an interface-related contribution is also supported by the infrared reflectivity measurements
of Ishitani et al [75], who estimated a sheet density of
∼1013 cm−2 electrons at the interface. Further, combined
structural and electrical studies show a correlation between
the TD density and the average (Hall) electron concentration
in samples grown by both MBE [76] and MOVPE [77].
Variations in the interface-related electron density with buffer
layers, growth polarity and growth conditions are also
important. The ‘excess’ sheet density for zero thickness
samples determined from single-field Hall effect results has

Figure 3. (a) Schematic representation of the ‘three-region’ model
for conductivity in InN, indicating the I: bulk, II: surface, and III:
interface contributions to the total electron concentration, n , as a
function of depth. (b) Representation of the quantized layer model
used for the full parallel conduction analysis described in the text.

Modelling of these three contributions was able to
reproduce the film-thickness dependence of the carrier
concentration determined from single-field Hall effect results
for InN films grown on both GaN [35] and AlN [36, 69] buffer
layers, but the analysis was performed assuming the same
mobility for carriers in each region. To confirm this model,
it is necessary to reanalyse the data incorporating varying
mobilities of the different contributions, within a full parallel
conduction treatment, as presented here. In this model, the
sample is divided up into slabs of 1 nm thickness, shown
schematically in figure 3(b). The volume density in the j th
slab
n j = n b + D j /C
(3)
where n b is the background ‘bulk’ concentration considered
previously, D j is the areal density of dislocations in the slab,
assumed to follow the relation D(x) = A(10− log10 x ) with
distance x from the interface [70], and C is the separation
of charged centres along a dislocation. The constant A is
treated as a fit parameter to reproduce the experimentally
measured dislocation densities of 5.0 × 1010 cm−2 [62] and
2.2 × 1010 cm−2 [63] at 450 nm and 760 nm away from the
InN/GaN interface, respectively. The mobility in the j th slab
is given by
−1
−1
μ−j 1 = μdis
+ μion
(4)
j
j
from Matthiessen’s rule, where the ionized impurity scattering
is calculated as described above, and scattering from
dislocations is included via the formalism of Look et al [62]
2/3

μdis j =

4(32/3 )eC 2 n j

π 8/3 h̄ D

where



1 + y(n j )

3/2

,

(5)

j

1/3

y(n j ) =

2(31/3 )π 8/3 h̄ 2 εn j

e2 m ∗

,

(6)
4
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been shown to be slightly larger when using AlN rather than
GaN buffer layers [37, 38], and for In-rather than N-polar
InN samples, whilst the density of low-mobility electrons, not
associated with the background ‘bulk’ carriers, in multiplefield Hall effect measurements has been shown to increase
with decreasing In-flux during growth [78]. Any change in
the sheet density of the surface electron accumulation with
buffer layer, polarity, or growth conditions has been ruled
out [29, 44, 79, 80], leaving the interface contribution as the
only remaining plausible cause of these changes. Each increase
in interface-related electron density can be correlated with an
increase in the expected density of TDs, due to the larger lattice
mismatch of InN with AlN than with GaN, or with differing
polarity and growth conditions as previously inferred from xray diffraction studies [31].

T y pical EF
5

VIn
4

Formation energy (eV)

3

4. Microscopic origins of the n-type conductivity
The above discussions have revealed the importance of the ntype conduction of InN originating from background donors,
the surface and interface-related electrons. However, it must
still be considered why each region exhibits such a tendency
towards n-type conductivity, which is discussed in this section.
The background ‘bulk’ carriers must come from a
uniform distribution of donor defects and/or impurities.
Formation energies for the most important native defects
and impurities are shown in figure 4, reproduced from the
theoretical calculations of Stampfl et al [81] and Janotti
and Van de Walle [82]. Typical Fermi level positions in
InN, and the pinning position of the Fermi level at a clean
InN surface are also shown. Note, for the Fermi level
within the band gap, and indeed for all typical Fermi level
positions in InN, donor native defects and impurities have
the favourable charge state, indicated by the positive gradient
of the formation energy. This is supported by experiment:
native defects intentionally introduced into nominally undoped
InN samples are donors [46]; Si and O act as effective ntype dopants in InN [49, 83, 84]; and hydrogen diffused into
InN samples increases the conductivity [85, 86]. From the
same considerations, native defects decorating, or impurities
localized at, dislocations will also be donor-like, explaining the
donor nature of the interface-related electron concentration in
InN, in contrast to, for example, GaN [66].
Discriminating between which of these native defects is
responsible for the unintentional n-type conductivity in InN
has proved controversial. Due to the lower formation energies
of impurities, such as oxygen and hydrogen, compared to
native defects, these have been suggested as the dominant
donors [30, 82]. However, in some cases, these do not
appear to be present in sufficient quantities to account for
the total conductivity [87], and native defects and dislocations
were suggested as important sources of electrons. Hydrogen,
being present in most growth environments, is certainly
a promising candidate, at least for the background ‘bulk’
concentration of electrons. However, it should also be noted
that interstitial hydrogen, with the lower formation energy
of the hydrogen impurities, may not be stable at growth
temperatures [82]. Additionally, an extrapolation of the

2

VN
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1

SiIn

0

ON

EF(surf)
-1
0.0
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Figure 4. Formation energy as a function of Fermi level above the
VBM for the most important native defects and impurities in InN,
from the calculations of Stampfl et al [81] and Janotti and Van de
Walle [82]. The dashed lines indicate an extrapolation of the
calculated values of Janotti and Van de Walle [82] to higher Fermi
levels (above the CBM). Typical Fermi level positions in InN are
represented by shading, and the pinning position of the surface Fermi
level [44] is also shown (vertical line).
(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

formation energy calculations of Janotti and Van de Walle [82]
to Fermi levels above the CBM reveals that the formation
energy for substitutional hydrogen and nitrogen vacancies may
be expected to cross if HN2+ remains the favourable charge
state for substitutional hydrogen for Fermi levels well into the
conduction band. At Fermi levels typical for InN samples,
in particular at the surface where impurities are incorporated
during growth, hydrogen impurities and native defects could
both, therefore, be important.
Microscopic origins of the surface electron accumulation
have also been investigated. Theoretical calculations predict
that In-rich surface reconstructions involving In-adlayers
are energetically favourable for all In chemical potential
values [88], which have been experimentally confirmed under
In-rich conditions from core-level photoemission [89] and ion
scattering [90] measurements, and additionally from reflection
5
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high energy electron diffraction intensity oscillations [33, 34].
In–In bonds in such an In-adlayer reconstruction have been
predicted as a microscopic origin of the surface states giving
rise to the electron accumulation in InN [91]. Native
defects [46] and impurities [47] have also been suggested as
possible mechanisms providing the donor surface charge in
oxidized samples.
For the bulk, surface and interface-related carriers,
an overriding bulk band structure explanation can also be
employed to describe their tendency towards donor character.
In InN, the CBM at the  -point lies particularly low compared
to the average conduction band edge across the rest of the
Brillouin zone [49, 92]. This causes the CBM to lie well
below the so-called charge neutrality level (CNL), or branchpoint energy [49]. Consequently, for Fermi levels up to
around 1 eV above the CBM, native defects [46] and impurities
such as hydrogen [93] preferentially have donor character.
Additionally, the Fermi level generally pins close to, and in
this case it must be slightly below, the CNL at the surface,
leading to a number of unoccupied donor surface states, a
positive surface charge, and consequently a downward band
bending and accumulation of electrons in order to maintain
charge neutrality [49, 94]. The position of the CBM relative
to the CNL has been explained within the chemical trends
of common-cation and common-anion semiconductors [49],
and so, while the unintentional n-type conductivity in InN is
certainly rather extreme, it cannot be considered anomalous.
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5. Conclusions
The high unintentional n-type conductivity in InN has
been considered. A ‘three-region’ model was discussed,
including contributions from background donors, interfacerelated electrons and a surface electron accumulation layer.
A parallel conduction analysis of this model was performed,
incorporating both ionized impurity scattering and charged
dislocation scattering, reproducing the thickness dependence
of carrier concentration and mobility determined from singlefield Hall effect measurements of a large number of samples.
A number of microscopic candidates for the high donor
concentrations in each region was introduced, although the
overriding mechanism driving the high n-type conductivity can
be understood as the charge neutrality level lying above the
conduction band minimum in InN.
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